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Abstract
The avascular necrosis (AVN) of the femur head due to the death of the osteocytes of the bone marrow occurs because the organ
is not supplied with sufficient blood. The prevalence of the problem is 10%-50% in adults. The etiology of the disease includes
various factors such as trauma, cigarette smoking, drinking spirits, taking corticosteroids, genetics, metabolic disorders, human
immunodeficiency virus, pregnancy, and the like. The treatment of necrosis can be conducted regarding the degree of the problem.
In the present paper, a case was reported whose femur head necrosis was treated by applying Iranian Medicine without using
common drugs in modem Medicine. The patient was a 46-year-old man who had felt severe pain in his left hip since a month
before referring. The pain had gradually increased and the AVN of the femur head was diagnosed after magnetic resonance
imaging. Finally, the surgery and arthroplasty of the femur head were recommended in this regard. In general, surgery and
arthroplasty were recommended regarding the hard medicinal and complicated treatment of the AVN of the femur head. However,
it is noteworthy that applying Iranian medicine capacities is possible for curing the disease.
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Introduction
Femur avascular necrosis (AVN) occurs due to bone
marrow osteocyte death receiving insufficient blood (1-4).
Approximately 10 000-20 000 cases are annually diagnosed
in the USA about 75% of whom are in the age range of
30-60 years (5). Its prevalence in adults is 10%-50% (6).
Its etiology includes various factors such as trauma,
smoking, spirits (alcoholic drinks), corticosteroids,
genetics, metabolic diseases, hemoglobinopathies,
coagulative complications, myeloproliferative disorders,
chemical treatment, radiation, transplants, human
immunodeficiency virus, pregnancy, and the like (7, 8).
Ficot believes the disorder has various stages. The first
one is highly weak and asymptomatic and cannot be
diagnosed through radiography. A decrease in absorbing
minerals is observed only in the bone scan. The second
stage includes sclerotic or cystic damages together with
weak-moderate clinical symptoms. It has two subdivisions
in simple radiography. The femur head has no changes
but its density represents a change and the global shape
of the femur head has changed into a crescent sign. The
third stage encompasses the leveling of the femur head
accompanied by moderate-severe clinical symptoms.
In this stage, the bone scan shows an increase in the
absorption of minerals and the collapse of the bone
reveals as well. In the fouth stage, severe pain occurs due

to a decrease in osteoarthritis plus joint cavity, leading to
the collapse of the joint. On the other hand, the bone scan
reveals an increase in the absorption of minerals, and in
addition to the femoral head, the acetabulum is involved
(9).
The present paper introduced a case with the necrosis of
the femur head cured using only Persian medicine (PM)
principles. PM is a worthwhile comprehensive scientific
and fundamental school considering human temperament
and the four humors “blood”, “yellow bile/choler”,
“phlegm”, and “black bile/melancholy” (10). Changes in
the temperament and the quality of the humors are the
basic causes of any diseases, and thus the improvement of
a patient’s temperament is the main necessity (11).
Case Report
The case was a 46-year-old man who had felt severe pain in
the left side of his hip since a month before referring (i.e.,
the beginning of autumn 2015). The pain had gradually
increased, and after magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
in Birjand Valli-e-asr hospital on August 13, .2015, it
was diagnosed that he was suffering from AVN. He was
recommended to undergo surgery to change the femur
head.
When referring to the health center, the case was unable
to walk without the aid of another person and used a stick.
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His right femur joint had limited mobilization and he took
short steps. He was thin (48 kg) and with no history of
anemia.
According to some PM sources such as “Zakhireh-eKharazmshahi”, “Eksir-e-Azam”, and “Avicenna’s Cannon”,
it was diagnosed that the case suffered the disorder of
blood flow and the concentration of abnormal black bile
(abnormal Sauda) in the hip area and the head of the
femur. The patient was administered 14 massage sessions
every other day, “Monzej- e-Sauda” or a medicine that
modifies the consistency of the black bile and renders it fit
for expulsion, and Sekanjabin-e-Bazoori/Bazoori oxymel
(a syrup composed of vinegar and honey with some
kinds of herbal seeds) and “Mos-hel” (Laxative drug).
The method of massage was Iranian massage. Gluteus
maximus muscle and quadriceps muscle were stretched
with the hand toward the pelvic for 15 minutes. Further,
rubbing the same area with the sesame oil was done
two times every day. Gradually and during massaging
sessions, the patient’s pain and his mobilization limitation
demonstrated a decrease. The phlebotomy of the left
basilic vein (Fasd) and the right basilic vein was done
after 2 and 4 weeks, respectively. The case’s pain entirely
disappeared after the second phlebotomy. Two months
later (i.e., on October 16, 2015), MRI and bone scan were
again done, and it was reported that femur necrosis was
repaired. After 2 years, the patient has no problems and is
now living a healthy life (Table 1).

Table 1. Treatment Course
Measures
Administering monzej (coctive agent), ekanjabine-Bazoori, and mos-hel drugs (laxatives)

Time
The beginning stage

Fourteen massaging sessions

Every other day

Fasd of the left basilica

On the 15th day

Fasd of the right basilica

On the 30th day

Figure 1. MRI Before the Start of the Treatment.

Clinical and Paraclinical Findings
Before and after the treatment MRI and the bone scan
after the treatment by means of the Persian medicine are
shown in Figures 1-3.
Discussion
The AVN of the femur head can occur at various degrees.
The more developed the problem, the more extensive
and severe is the intervention. Therefore, preventing the
progression of the disorder is of great significance (12).
Treatment is done in two ways as follows:
Preventive measures are recommended in the beginning
of necrosis, including the restriction of weight-bearing,
taking drugs, and receiving physiotherapy. The active
treatments are advised in stage two or later stages of the
disorder, encompassing decreasing the central pressure
of the femur head, osteotomy, bone transplants, and
arthroplasty (13,14).
PM holds that joint pain is due to the concentration of
thick and heavy humors in an area. The reason for the
problem can be “Imtila” (the fullness of the body with fluids
and the accumulation of normal or abnormal fluids in
the body), malnutrition, recurring trauma, taking humor
thickening drugs, descending of the black bile into an area,
an organ weakness, long and persistent coldness of an
environment, consuming continuous cold temperament
2

Figure 2. Nuclear Radiographic Scan After the Treatment.

foods, and hereditary. In this regard, treatment includes
removing “Imtila”, the expulsion of pathogenic humor
from the blood (particularly melancholy), improving
blood circulation, proper oxygenation of the area, and
improving the temperament (15-18).
In PM, the general trend of treatment is based on the
existence of the four humors in a man, and the thick
humor causing the blockage must be removed whenever a
blockage occurs in an area of the body (19). According to
medicine, bone necrosis is the result of a venous blockage.
It is possible that blood supply to a specific organ or
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Figure 3. MRI Image After the Treatment. Note. MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging.

bone is disrupted for some reason. This can be similar
to some kinds of gangrene since their clinical symptoms
are somehow similar. The primary treatment of the
disorder in traditional medicine is phlebotomy aiming
at the quick decrease of the disrupting substance or
humor and then massaging. Iranian traditional medicine
holds that massaging has various favorable effects in
the improvement of blood supplying to a specific organ
(20). In a study by Amini et al, it was found that Fasd
(phlebotomy) is as an effective method for the treatment
of articulation pains and sciatica (18). The obtained
results from previous studies confirmed the positive effect
of Fasd on the musculoskeletal disease (21, 22).
With regard to the mentioned case, laxative drugs were
administered in addition to massaging traditional diluting
and removing the intruding abnormal humor. In the PM,
”nozj” refers to a process in which thick and intruding
substances are diluted and prepared for removal from the
body (23). Hopefully, necrosis progress would stop and the
recovery process would improve with the improvement
of blood supply to a specific organ and as a result of its
oxygenation.
Therefore, the current study is more certainly suggests
the method for similar cases. With regard to the favorable
result of the recent treatment, it is possible to carry out
various studies in the future (e.g., pilot and clinical trial
studies).
Limitations
Patients with similar problems and acute conditions
usually refer to modern medicine and are particularly
advised to undergo surgery and rarely come to PM clinics
for treatment. This limits enough number of patients for
evaluation with this new method.
Conclusions
Regarding the severity and complication developing the
medicinal treatment of the vascular necrosis of the femur
head that leads to arthroplasty and surgery, it is advisable

to consider the capacity of PM in treating the disease,
along with modern medicine.
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